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Look for products tagged with these icons:

Sustainable
We all want to do our part to support the environment.
Sustainable products provide environmental, social
and economic benefits.

Retail
Buy them something already on their list.
Shop products from their favorite retail brands!

Give Back
There is nothing better than receiving a gift
you love and knowing the purchase also helped
fund a meaningful cause!

MORE THAN

*Prices are estimates and will vary based on quantity and decoration method.



Zac Fowler, President

This season we have chosen to highlight not just the top trending styles and 
retail brands, but also manufacturers who put an emphasis on sustainable 
goods and giving back.   We’ve used specific icons throughout the guide to 
highlight these products, so they’re easy to recognize.

In addition, we’ve added in a few interactive components in an effort to help 
build upon the emotional connection that we believe is so critical to having a 
strong campaign.  Like many of you, INM saw the need to focus on our 
Corporate and Social Responsibility (CSR) this year. So throughout these 
pages, you’ll see informative content from our INM team of experts on Gifts 
that Give Back, Gifting to Build Culture, and The Importance of Tangible 
Gifting.   

Welcome to our
2022 Holiday Gift Guide!

R E A D  N I L O ’ S  S T O R Y

Finally, I wanted to share a little about an organization that we’ve been 
partnering with over the last few years. Humanility is a non-profit organization 
whose mission is to emancipate, educate, and empower victims of poverty 
and human trafficking.  Based in the US, but focused on the street children of 
the Philippines, the stories of success that they have shared with us are 
nothing short of remarkable.  In an effort to help further their cause, we’ve 
committed to donating a percentage of all profits back to them at the end of 
each year.  I could go on and on, but instead, I ask you to take a few minutes 
to learn about a boy named Nilo.
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This 1949 Little Golden Book edition of the famous 
poem, The Night Before Christmas, is a holiday 
classic. Insert a custom promo-page (like pictured) 
to add a custom designed message. Starting at $6

The Night Before Christmas 
Book

Not just fun, puzzles help improve mood, memory, 
problem solving skills and lower stress!  Brand the 
entire puzzle surface with full color graphics and 
messaging that are sure to excite any recipient. 
Starting at $13

120 Piece Custom Puzzle

The gift of good cheer in a box! Inside the gilded 
matchbox are 50 faux matchsticks featuring 
prompts to light up your days with joy, love, and 
peace. Starting at $11

Spark Good Cheer Prompts

G I F T S UNDER $25
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Filled with delicious marshmallows, these hot 
chocolate bombs are sure to make a cold 
winter's day much better.  Choose a stock 
design for the box and add your imprint or 
create a completely custom box! Starting at $24

Hot Chocolate Bomb 
4-Pack

The Capri Blue Mini Tin Candle might be small, 
but it packs a holiday fragrance punch. It's also 
topped with a glittery green label to add a touch 
of Christmas glamour to any space! Starting at 
$14

Capri Blue Mini Tin Candle

Send a bright and festive canister filled with 
salted white popcorn, caramel popcorn and 
sharp cheddar popcorn combined together for a 
mouthwatering snack.  Sure to satisfy all taste 
buds and create a lasting memory for years to 
come. Starting at $8

Sofia’s Triple Treat 
Popcorn

G I F T S  U N D E R  $ 2 5
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G I F T S UNDER $25

Spread holiday cheer with these beautifully 
designed mini-cards filled with timeless messages 
that will capture your heart and inspire others. 
Starting at $6

Holiday Cheer Cards

The Tumbling Tower Wood Block Stacking Game 
includes a wooden case with a customizable logo.  
Take turns testing your steadiness and challenge 
gravity by pulling out block by block until the tower 
comes crashing down. Fun for all ages! Starting at 
$20

Wood Block Stacking Game

All Out of the Woods bags feature Supernatural 
Paper™ which is sustainable, washable and vegan. 
This wine tote is our favorite gift for the perfect host 
or a reusable and sustainable way to bring wine to 
your next dinner party, and the one after that. 
Starting at $15

Out of The Woods®
Connoisseur Wine Tote

Chao Cards creates and offers a wide variety of 
memorable and inspirational, handcrafted 3D 
pop-up greeting cards. The unique pop-up designs 
are the perfect way to share both your greeting and 
your special, memorable message this holiday 
season. Starting at $8

Chao Cards
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G I F T S  U N D E R  $ 2 5

With comfortable clothing trends and more time spent 
at home, Fuzzy Socks are a great addition to getting 
cozy while working, reading a book, or watching TV. From 
the experts in customizable socks, build your message 
into our plush Fuzzy Socks, and add retail packaging for 
an additional touch. Starting at $7

Fuzzy Socks

The Perka® Taylor features a removable glass inner cup 
that will keep the purity of taste for any drink, hot or 
cold. This cup is easy to use, convenient and has an 
elegant glossy metallic finish making it the perfect gift. 
A portion of all proceeds are donated to Shelter to 
Soldier™, a non-profit organization that brings combat 
veterans together with trained rescue dogs. Starting at 
$23

Glass Insert Wine Tumbler

HEAR MORE ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF
TANGIBLE GIFTS.

Tangible gifts allow you to create 
a gifting experience that is as 
special and unique as your 
company culture. 

AMBER KOTSCHI, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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G I F T S $25-$50

This Hydro Flask® stashes easily into a small 
shoulder bag, your pack’s side pocket, or your 
car cup holder, and holds enough ice-cold 
goodness to keep you going for hours without 
weighing you down. No wonder it's one of our 
bestselling water bottles. Starting at $46

Hydro Flask Tumbler

Choose from a variety of delicious combinations 
featuring cookies (round or rectangular) or your 
choice of cookies and confections. Available in a 
black deluxe gift box with screen printed, or 
custom belly band. Starting at $48

Custom Chocolate Gift Box

Stay comfy this season with two of our top 
selling winter wearables! Packaged in a full color, 
branded mailer box this is sure to be a gift set 
anyone would be happy to receive on their 
doorstep this holiday season! Starting at $39

Warm Winters Box Set
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This tumbler ensures that you always have crisp, 
cold hydration in hand. Stanley’s double-wall 
vacuum insulation keeps your drinks icy cold, 
and a rotating handle makes it easy to take 
anywhere. Starting at $29

Stanley Flip Straw Tumbler

The All Day Tote is made for the long haul. 
Whether you're bringing home the groceries or 
taking some work home with you, this bag has 
the room you need.  Bonus, you get to pick each 
component color to create the perfect 
combination to represent your brand.  Includes 
a one-color imprint on one side. Starting at $32

Large All Day Tote

This unique gift set will make any bourbon, 
scotch, or cocktail lover really happy. This set is 
USA made, eco-friendly, dishwasher safe, and 
made from rescued wine bottles. Starting at $36

Refresh Glass Set

G I F T S  $ 2 5  -  $ 5 0
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G I F T S $25-$50

Show appreciation and surprise your wine and 
cheese loving clients or employees with the 
Vermont Cheese Set! This charcuterie platter is 
made of natural bamboo and is perfect for 
serving cheese, olives, fruit, nuts, meats and 
more. Includes one location etching and an 
individual box. Starting at $46

12-Piece Cheese Board

Keep it cold with this two-piece Basecamp gift 
that includes the Icey Can Cooler & Pint Tumbler 
with a printed or etched design.  A portion of all 
Basecamp sales go to support Wounded Warrior 
Project.  Starting at $34

Basecamp Icy Pint Set

This reusable tote bag is designed to support all 
your daily adventures. Lightweight enough to 
throw in a suitcase, comfortable enough to carry 
everything from a change of clothes for the 
beach to a few of your favorite novels for when 
you can't decide. Starting at $43

Out of The Woods Shopper
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These timeless beanies have a classic look with 
The North Face sense of adventure. Starting at 
$40

The North Face Beanies

The sleek look of this modern and sophisticated 
hydroponic planter offers a unique gift suitable 
for anyone and all occasions. The popularity of 
having a little green in your workspace or at 
home is a simple pleasure with hydroponics - no 
green thumb required. Starting at $42

Modern Sprout Tapered 
Tumbler Grow Kit

Take this mug on your next outdoor adventure or 
enjoy a drink right in your own backyard. The 12 
oz. Eddie Bauer® Windom double wall stainless 
steel vacuum insulated camping mug has a 
beautiful, scratch resistant powder coat finish 
with speckled design and a pressure-fit lid with 
sliding closure.  Starting at $26

Eddie Bauer Vintage 
Camping Mug

G I F T S  $ 2 5  -  $ 5 0
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G I F T S $50-$75

You're a grown adult, but you still love a playful 
game of weekend beer pong. We feel you—it's 
just fun! Stop clogging landfills with disposable 
cups and impress the heck out of your party 
guests (a.k.a. clients and employees!) with our 
classy beer pong kit in a customizable branded 
box. Starting at $74

Beer Pong 3-in-1 Game Set

Gift set includes your choice of wine with a 
custom digitally printed full-color label. Our 
slide-top wood box laser engraved with your 
message or company logo. An impressive 
holiday gift for clients and friends. Starting at 
$74

Custom Wine Gift Set
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CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO ZAC'S HOLIDAY 
PLAYLIST ON SPOTIFY!

The Bluetooth Turntable Speaker adopts a 
classic retro design, combined with perfect 
sound quality to bring you an excellent audio 
experience. The Turntable can be decorated 
with a custom decal on the faux vinyl record 
and your logo printed in full color on the side of 
the Turntable Speaker. Starting at $50

Turntable Speaker



G I F T S  $ 5 0  -  $ 7 5

Fire up the oven, throw on your apron, and get ready 
for the best brunch ever – no reservations required! 
Everything you need for a delicious brunch packaged 
in a festive box. Starting at $63

Wake & Bake Set

Pure joy made from recycled cotton!  With beautiful 
hand-knotted tassels and handcrafted with 50% 
recycled cotton, the Hilana is softer and more 
durable than your average throw blanket.  Through a 
partnership with 1% For The Planet, one percent of 
sales of are donated to environmental nonprofits. 
Starting at $75

Hilana Upcycled Throw Blanket

The Leisure Mink Touch Luxury Robe is a great gift for 
all.  Perfect to wear at your home “office” and to 
lounge around in on your day off. Includes one 
location embroidery.  Starting at $65

Luxury Robe

100% custom printed slippers made with 
sustainable/recycled material. A cozy way to 
promote your brand. Starting at $69

Fuzzy Slippers
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G I F T S $50-$75

This structured everyday bag has four exterior pockets 
and a max-capacity breakaway zipper, that is 
well-suited for multiple uses and the lightweight fabric 
won't weigh you down. Starting at $56

Scout Bag

Show everyone what your business is all about with this 
Stanley Master vacuum bottle! It can hold up to 1.4 qt. of 
your favorite beverage and will keep your coffee piping 
hot or your water ice cold. This comes in a several 
colors that are almost sure to get plenty of attention. 
Starting at $62

Stanley Thermos

Incorporating gifts that give back is 
an easy way to show employees (and 
clients) that you not only appreciate 
them, but you also care about the 
environment around them.

LEARN MORE ABOUT GIFTS THAT GIVE BACK

LISA KRENEK, ACCOUNT MANAGER
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The Solo Stove Mesa tabletop fire pit is 
constructed of stainless steel and available in 
multiple color options. The Solo Stove Mesa is 
the perfect way to bring the feeling of the great 
outdoors right into your own backyard! Starting 
at $71

Solo Stove Mesa

Crafted from a chic combination of striking 
black marble and natural acacia wood, this 
trendy cheese cutting board set makes a 
tasteful addition to any kitchen or dining room. 
Starting at $52

Black Marble Cheese 
Board Set

This trendy bag is your ticket to adventure. 
Every bag is made of 100% repurposed, remnant 
nylon to create a one-of-a kind color 
combination for a bag that is unique and large 
enough to store everything you need right 
around your waist. Starting at $50

Cotopaxi Del Dia Hip Pack

G I F T S  $ 5 0  -  $ 7 5
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G I F T S $75-$100

Give the gift of wellness with the Massage Gun. It 
comes with four interchangeable attachments 
to help reduce muscle soreness, loosen up a 
tough back tissue, and simulate a deep tissue 
massage. Starting at $65

Massage Gun

The Lume Cube Video Conference Lighting Kit 
will brighten up your next Video Call and help 
you look your best. Compatible with both 
Laptops and Desktops, the Panel Mini LED light 
provides soft and professional illumination with 
fully adjustable controls. Starting at $84

Lume Cube Video 
Conference Lighting Kit

Break away from a boring listening experience! 
With the Breakaway speaker, you can get a true 
stereo sound. Simply twist the left and right side 
and you can separate one speaker into two, 
filling even large rooms with high-quality 
surround sound. Starting at $100

Breakaway Wireless 
Bluetooth Speaker
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Mix it up! Everything you need to host and toast. 
Includes - Jack Rudy Classic Tonic Syrup (17 oz), 
Jacky Rudy Grenadine (2 oz), Jack Rudy 
Aromatic Bitters, and a personalized two-sided 
stainless jigger. Best of all, comes packaged in a 
white gift box with a personalized gift card at no 
additional charge. Starting at $82 

Mixologist Kit

The smart water bottle that tracks your water 
intake and lights up to remind you to drink 
through the FREE Hidrate App powered by 
Bluetooth. Starting at $80

HidrateSpark PRO Bottle 
Chug Lid

A signature style made sustainable, the Herschel 
Eco XL Classic 15" Computer Backpack has water 
bottle pockets and extra storage to fit the daily 
essentials. This simple everyday design is 
reimagined with 100% recycled fabrics and 
industry-leading recycled materials from the 
liner to the label. Starting at $95

Herschel Backpack

G I F T S  $ 7 5  -  $ 1 0 0
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G I F T S $75-$100

A 20,000 mAh Power Bank with charging speeds 
of up to 65 Watts for your power hungry 
personal electronics.  Keep on the move by 
charging your compatible laptops, tablets and 
phones with blazing speed. Starting at $80

Tablet & Laptop Charging 
Power Bank

These Raycon Everyday Earbuds have a small 
build but mighty sound! Our most compact 
wireless earbuds deliver crisp and powerful 
beats, plus an awareness mode to hear the world 
around you and Vivid Voice Technology for 
crystal clear phone calls.  Enjoy water and 
splash-resistance and 32 hours of stand-by 
battery.  Starting at $80

Raycon Everyday Earbuds

Eating in has never been more delicious. 
Responsibly sourced, Italian inspired, and ready 
for you to make at home. Bon Appetit! Starting at 
$90

Dinner in a Box
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The Pura Smart Fragrance Diffuser empowers 
you to personalize every detail of your home 
fragrance experience —all from your phone. 
Simply plug in, program, and let Capri Blue’s 
best-selling scent, Volcano, enhance your every 
mood. Starting at $92

Pura Smart Home Diffuser 
Kit

Everyone loves a movie night, and we have the 
perfect gift for it.  This set includes a branded 
microwave-safe popcorn popper bowl paired 
with assorted gourmet popcorn kernels and 
seasonings. Starting at $90 

Movie Night Gourmet 
Popcorn Gift Set

Cover your core without restricting mobility in 
this abrasion- and wind-resistant vest that has a 
warm, technical gridded fleece interior for 
additional comfort. Starting at $95

The North Face Ridgewall 
Vest

G I F T S  $ 7 5  -  $ 1 0 0
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G I F T S $100-$250

The Cuisinart Tabletop Patio Heater will be a 
stylish addition to any outdoor entertaining 
space. Starting at $208

Tabletop Patio Heater

The mophie® 3-in-1 Wireless Charging Stand is 
designed with dedicated charging spots for 
smartphones, Apple Watches, and 
Airpods/Airpod Pros. It delivers up to 7.5W of 
power to iPhones or other enabled devices. 
Packaged in a premium gift box. Starting at $239

Mophie 3-in-1 Charging 
Stand

Built for mountain and city life, this jacket has 
fashionable baffles and color blocking. Designed 
for everyday use, it will keep you warm and dry 
when it gets cold and wet. Starting at $142

The North Face Everyday 
Jacket
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G I F T S  $ 1 0 0  -  $ 2 5 0

Enjoy the warmth and glow of a bonfire or take your 
barbecue game along for the ride with this portable 
fire pit.  Laser etched logos add a real fiery touch. Use 
it in the backyard, at the beach, or for tailgates and 
other outdoor celebrations. Starting at $213

Firepit

Slide the secret panel on the box to gain exclusive 
access to the dark & rich flavors and classy, matte 
black products waiting within. Starting at $180

Speakeasy Gift Set

Seeing the way companies recognize 
their employees in creative and 
inspiring ways, makes me excited
for the future of work.

LEARN MORE ABOUT GIFTING TO BUILD CULTURE

KAELYN HUNTER, DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS
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G I F T S $100-$250

The fire pit sized for every adventure. Easily light 
up a smokeless fire anywhere life takes you. 
Starting at $178

Solo Stove Ranger

The Tentree Organic Cotton Cable Blanket looks 
right at home when rolled up in a backpack for 
overnight adventures or draped over your legs 
when you sit by the fire. Through a partnership 
with 1% For The Planet, one percent of sales of all 
EcoSmart® products will be donated to 
nonprofits dedicated to protecting the planet. 
Starting at $113

Tentree Organic Cotton 
Cable Blanket

When a speaker this small sounds this good, 
you'll never leave it behind. Its rugged design and 
durable strap let you take it everywhere you go. 
It's waterproof from the inside out, so even if it 
falls in the pool, just pull it out and keep on 
playing. Up to 6hrs of playback time. IPX7 
Waterproof Rating. Starting at $250

Bose Soundlink Micro 
Bluetooth Speaker
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The Skullcandy Venue Active Noise Cancellation 
(ANC) Bluetooth Headphones can be turned on 
with the press of a button to block out 
surrounding sounds. When not in use, they can 
be stored in their included premium travel case. 
Starting at $250

Skullcandy Headphones

The Shefford Heat Panel Vest delivers 
lightweight, water-repellent warmth with a shot 
of exciting technology. The chest and back of 
this stylish vest have interior heat panels 
powered by a powerbank with temperature 
controlled at the touch of a button. Starting at 
$249

Shefford Heat Panel Vest

Designed for home or office, the new Ember Mug 
does more than simply keep your coffee hot. It 
allows you to set an exact drinking temperature, 
so your coffee is never too hot, or too cold. 
Starting at $201

Ember Mug

G I F T S  $ 1 0 0  -  $ 2 5 0
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G I F T S FLASHY & FUN!

The Away Bigger Carry-On is built to last, with a durable 
polycarbonate hard shell that can withstand any 
journey. Perfect for longer trips, it is sized to fit in the 
overhead bin of most major airlines, and still lightweight 
to pop easily onto a train or into a car. Starting at $295

Away Bigger Carryon

Pelican's Mobile Protect 40L all-terrain water-resistant 
hybrid duffel bag is the answer for today's adventurer. 
With a durable coated 1000D outer shell and water 
resistant polyurethane coated zippers, this 40 liter bag 
will keep laptop (up to 17"), clothes and other traveling 
essentials nice and dry. Starting at $252

Hybrid Duffel Bag

The pizza oven for everyone. Make wood-fired pizzas 
that impress, or bake with propane by adding on the gas 
burner. Pull good moments fresh from the fire with 
authentic design reinvented for the modern backyard. 
Starting at $464

Solo Stove Pi Pizza Oven

Segway's F25 e-KickScooter is designed with safety in 
mind.  You can easily get by on flat roads, dirt roads and 
over speed bumps. Only one button is needed to power 
on the KickScooter, and easily switch between the 
various riding modes. Starting at $704

Segway Scooter
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G I F T S  F L A S H Y  &  F U N !

Start a party with powerful sound and a dynamic light 
show. Bring a whole new dimension to any party with 
the unique dynamic LED lighting, synced to the 
powerful sound and deep bass of the PartyBox 110. 
Starting at $425

JBL Party Box Speaker

The Weber traveler is for anyone who wants delicious 
grilled food away from home. Whether you're camping, 
tailgating, or picnicking, its sturdy, compact design 
makes for a seamless experience, from setup to 
storage. Starting at $578

Weber Grill

Nespresso is a favorite of coffee drinkers and design 
lovers.  The machine includes the Aeroccino 3 offering 
perfectly frothed milk.  Starting at $329

Nespresso CitiZ with Aeroccino

PORTABLE. FLEXIBLE. SMALL GRILL. BIG FLAVOR. 
Whether tailgating or cooking out by the lake, the high 
quality-and surprisingly portable-Joe Jr. makes 
premium grilling possible just about anywhere. Starting 
at $399

Kamodo Joe Grill
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www.inm-group.com

972.869.1907

sales@inm-group.com


